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The Color Atlas of Veterinary Anatomy volume 2 presents a unique photographic record of

dissections showing the topographical anatomy of the horse. With this book you will be able to see

the position and relationships of the bones, muscles, nerves, blood vessels and viscera that go to

make up each region of the body and each organ system. Each book in this 3 volume series is

packed with full-color photographs and drawings of dissections prepared specifically for these

texts.Key features  Accessibly and systematically structured with each chapter devoted to a specific

body region Important features of regional and topographical anatomy presented using full color

photos of detailed dissections Dissections presented in the standing position Detailed color line

drawings clarify the relationships of relevant structures Presents anatomy in a clinical context This

new edition second edition offers important new features, including:  Accompanying website

presents over 100 interactive quizzes and self-assessment questions Many more radiographs

throughout Additional CT and MRI images Clinical notes highlight areas of particular clinical

significance
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I am a first year vet student at a Top Tier program here in the US. I have found this book extremely

helpful for my Large Animal Anatomy course. The full color photographs are easy to understand. I

love how on each page there is a full color photograph of a REAL horse cadaver along with a drawn

outline of the photos that is labeled. Not only does it make it super easy to understand exactly what



each structure you are look at is, it also is great for quizzing yourself because you can cover up the

diagram and just look at the photograph and see if you can still name the structures. There is also a

dog/cat version of this book and I am TOTALLY KICKING myself for not getting it last semester.This

book was not required for my course, but for a visual learner like me it SHOULD be a required text.

I'd recommend it to ANY vet student or someone interested in vet medicine. Not only do I feel this

book helps me in school, I know it will be one I refer back to when in practice!!!

This book is a fantastic learning guide and very correct reference for horse anatomy. The text is

easy to understand for a lay person but still professional terminology used. Has a great index to help

find what you need. The most important aspect I found is that the pictures were labelled clearly in

great detail so that you can easily see what you would like to look at.

Unless you are truly studying to be a vet, this book is far to graphic for me and I'm studying Equine

Massage. It is beautifully done for a vet student but is far more than I need or want to look at. Very

graphic material. Every page has a picture of a dissected horses body.

Great book! Must have if you are interested in equine anatomy!
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